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The theme of this
issue of the
Member Maga-

zine is “Change”. We
often hear that the only

thing that is constant is
“change” and they say it like it’s something good. Of course, change
can be good, but sometimes it’s not. Regardless of whether change is
good or bad, one thing that all change has in common is that it is
uncomfortable.

There are really two types of change. The first kind is “change”
that happens to us. We have no control. Changing markets, changing
customer preferences, changing economic conditions, changing
competition, changing costs – these are all changes that happen TO
us. This type of change can be either good or bad, depending on
how we react to it. If your market changes, you must change to meet
it or your business falls off. If your competition embraces new tech-
niques, new equipment or new software that makes them more
competitive, you either change to the same or similar technology or
your business suffers. Both of these examples are defensive change,
that is, you change because something else changed and you must
react to it or lose business. As a general rule, if we don’t do anything
this type of change will be bad, which brings us to the second type
of change, that is, change we intentionally cause ourselves.

Here we have control over what changes and, in most cases, how
we handle this determines just how successful we will be. We can call
this “offensive change”. Here, you change something because you
believe the changes will benefit you and make you more competitive
and profitable. If you are successful, competition will need to change
to try to counter your advantage. Although you do have control
here, this type of change is a bit more uncomfortable.

It is uncomfortable because you really don’t have to change.
Everything is going fine. You are comfortably cruising along and
now you are going to spend time and/or money changing things
that already work and the new stuff might not work as well. There is
some risk involved; after all, you could make things worse. There is
also effort involved. At least at the front end the new approach will
almost certainly take more effort than the old as we move through
the learning curve. This type of change determines where you will
be long term. The short term is already set. It was determined by
decisions you made in the past. Your current business is the result of
decisions and changes you made in the past. Decisions and changes
you make today will define your business in the future.

This type of change needs to be made based on intellect, not
emotion. You must use logic and reason to decide the right course of
action. Emotionally, for most people this type of change is difficult,
and many people avoid it.

A great example is a new software version. When new features
are added, some Members jump on the new version quickly, dealing
with the inevitable start-up problems and embracing the changes.
Others wait, clinging to the comfortable old version, even if it has
more problems and less capability than the new. Eventually the old
version expires and then they are forced to change. Then, they must
change all at once without the luxury of time that better planning
would have offered. This is usually a painful approach and the effect
of any problem is magnified.

In this example, change has become defensive. One characteris-
tic of defensive change is that it must generally be done quickly and
the penalty for error is high. When you are initiating change intend-
ed to make you better or more competitive, you can try and if it
doesn’t work at first, you adjust and try again until it does work. At
that point you are more competitive and should enjoy the reward
for having made the change. Errors in this process don’t really have
much consequence.

If you are reacting to changes in markets or competition it is not
nearly as safe. You change to counter a new problem and normally
you discover this problem because you start to lose business. If your
reaction to it doesn’t work you lose even more business. Each time
your counter doesn’t work you lose more business, after all that’s
how you find out it doesn’t work. You don’t get too many tries this
way. When you initiate change you learn it works when your busi-
ness grows, otherwise things stay about the same. This way, you can
try and then adjust over and over until you get it right. Then your
competition must try to counter you while you are looking for even
more changes to make you even more competitive.

Some shops face a lot of competition, others have the market
pretty much to themselves. If you have to compete, it is best to be
seeking out and trying new things that will make you more capable
and competitive. If you don’t have serious competition today and
you don’t constantly change to make yourself more competitive, you
are presenting a juicy target. A new shop with new ideas could enter
your market and change your world overnight.

Change is difficult. Change is uncomfortable. Change can be
frustrating but change is necessary in today’s business world. I
believe the best way to handle change is to be changing all the time.
Don’t get comfortable, don’t settle into doing things a certain way
and constantly challenge everything you are doing. Treat everything
you do as a temporary method until you find a better way and
assume there is a better way to do everything, you just haven’t found
it yet. When you embrace this attitude, you get security and comfort
from the knowledge that you are good, really good at handling
change. ■

Change
By Ken Susnjara
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Custom made display
products, furniture and 3D
carvings from wood, com-
posites, plastics, foam and
more. We can do 1 to
10,000 or more. Available
in kit form for the DIY or
finished, palletized and
ready to ship. Let us show
you how to take advantage
of the Ecabinets
Production Sharing and
the Furniture Network.

WE ALSO SPECIALIZE IN LASERED PRODUCTS
FROM WOOD, ACRYLIC, MARBLE AND MORE...

281-586-8830, EXT. 2

Call or email to discuss your next project(s)
Michael.Kowalczyk@sbcglobal.net

Hall’s Edge Inc.
CNC Router Services

eCabinets Specialists
Custom Cabinet Parts

Edgebanding
Hall’s Edge…

Your competitive edge.

420 Fairfield Avenue

Stamford, CT 06902

203-653-2281

fax: 205-653-5064

sales@HallsEdge.com 

www.HallsEdge.com
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In the last Member Magazine we gave
you a glowing, optimistic report about
our construction project. As soon as

the magazine was mailed it started rain-
ing, and raining, and raining.

We would get a day of drenching rain,
then clean up for a day, get one day of
work done and then it rained again. We
are over 20 inches above normal for the
year and it seems like it all came after we
starting building.

Through a great deal of determination
we did finally get the production building
under roof and closed up but lost almost a
month from our expected schedule. We
began moving storage items into the new
facility in December and expect to begin
moving production into it during January.

The front office, training and show-
room building had its own problems. We
core drilled the foundation to verify we
had a solid ground at footing level but, we
very skillfully missed the old buried pond.
When we began digging the foundation
we found it about four feet below about a
third of the footing. It was about six feet
thick. In about a third of the building the
footing, which is supposed to be a foot
thick, is actually twelve to fourteen feet
thick! That's a lot of concrete.

We finally got it out of the ground and
got the structural steel up. The pre-cast
concrete walls are next and the building is
finally moving forward at a good pace. We
are hoping to finish it this spring.

We will keep you posted on our
progress but have learned not to be too
optimistic in our reporting.

Outbound shipping area from
our new production building ▲

Steel structure of our new
office/showroom waiting for
cast concrete walls.

▲
We were able to get some
paving done before really cold
weather set in.

Interior of our new production
area waiting for lights

▲

▲
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Thermwood has a new control. No, I mean a REALLY,
REALLY new control. In fact, we have been shipping
this new control, Called “Gen-II SuperControl”,

since September, 2005.
The earlier 91000 SuperControl was first developed in

1993 and, according to knowledgeable users in aerospace,
was one of the fastest and most powerful CNC controls in
the world. This same control, used on cabinet and wood-
working machines as well as aerospace, has been used by
the government, defense industries, the space agency and
many, if not most major aerospace companies. Over the
years it has undergone continuous refinement, although
the basic configuration and structure have remained pretty
much the same. As we moved into the new millennium it
became increasingly clear that a fundamentally better plat-
form was possible.

Earlier microprocessors were too slow to run high per-
formance servo controls except at a very crude level. To cre-
ate a high-performance control using a microprocessor,
Thermwood developed an interface board, called the SIO
Board, which utilized high speed electronics and custom
chips. This board supplied high-speed servo control while
taking instructions from a Windows based PC front end. It
was a type of hybrid control that worked very well consider-
ing the technology at the time.

The disadvantage to this approach is that every few years
it was necessary to redesign the SIO Board, eliminate any
parts that became obsolete and incorporate the newest and
best. This was a very expensive proposition, and upgrading
for customers required changing this expensive board as new
ones became available.

Changes in two areas pointed to the need for a new
approach and platform. First, microprocessors became fast
enough to properly control high speed servo systems. Sec-
ond, servo drives were becoming digital which offered better
control and easier interface.

Creating a new CNC control platform, even with our
three decades of experience and the old platform to work
from, is a daunting task. Trying to develop a control that is
again better than anything else in the world is a monumental
task. We had our work cut out for us.

The first problem is that PCs today use the Windows
operating system and Windows is not a good “real time”
operating system. It is not a good system to run servos which

require precise control timing and constant attention.
To address this we entered a joint development effort

with Siemens AG, a large German electronics company that
has supplied our AC servo drives for years. We combined
their proprietary Windows and digital servo technology
with our core system to create the new Gen-II system.

The result is a powerful package on which to build
future capability with many major advantages. Our old sys-
tem was considered one of the fastest available, even today,
but block processing speed of the new system is over twice
as fast. We have an integrated programming language that
executes as a part program called the Advanced Function
Language. It is used to create a lot of functions within the
control (it is also used by sophisticated users to make the
control do things no other control in the world can do).
These functions now execute fully ten times faster in the
Gen-II SuperControl. Rotational resolution has increased
from 16,000 to 3.5 million counts per revolution. We can
resolve down to one three and a half millionth of a revolu-
tion on every servo motor. That's really tight!

Gen-II has allowed us to develop a new motion engine.
This makes machine motions faster and smoother than pre-
vious systems and also gives us powerful tools to tune
machines for special applications. This is the first really fun-
damental change in how machines move in over 15 years.

The new architecture is much easier to de-bug and to
add features to and should be much easier and less expen-
sive for owners to upgrade. Hardware upgrades will take
advantage of commercial boards developed for markets
numbered in the millions. These will certainly be more
timely and lower cost than the past where we needed to
develop new interface boards every few years.

The display has been changed to an LCD flat screen and
soon we will offer a new graphic user interface to replace
the current operating screen. The new interface is much
more “Windows like” and anyone skilled in using Windows
will find the new interface intuitive (even hot keys are the
same). Anyone with a GEN-II control will be able to easily
switch to the new interface when it becomes available.

Another great new feature that is shipping with all
Model 45 (CabinetShop) machines after the first of the
year is a CAD Graphic display of every assembly in the
machine. You can load a module, a Z axis assembly for
example, and then move, rotate and explode it to see how it

Gen-II SuperControl
The quiet revolution
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is assembled. Pausing the cursor over
any part pops up the part number,
which will make it easier should you
ever need to talk to a service rep which
you can also do right on the screen
using Virtual Service. The display for
every machine is tailored for that
machine and shows exactly how it is
built including any options installed.

The biggest advantage of the new
system however, is that it offers a great
platform for new technology and
advances. Our control philosophy is to
have the user send the design to the
control and then have the control
automatically perform all the tedious
functions needed to create a program
to machine the design. This dramati-
cally simplifies the user's job.

For example, with controls today,
you must know exactly what tools are
available at the machine before you
can create a program to machine a
part. With our approach, you don't
care. The control develops a program
using whatever tools happen to be
available. This also means that the
same part can be run on any machine
equipped with about any tools, mak-
ing design sharing even easier. You can
look forward to even more advances
in this type of thinking with the Gen-
II SuperControl.

There are four fundamental fea-
tures you want from a CNC control,
speed, precision, smoothness and ease
of use. The Gen-II SuperControl is the
best Thermwood ever offered in each
of these areas…in fact it may very well
be the best available anywhere.

As a footnote, we are developing
an interface board for the older servo
drives that will allow them to func-
tion with an upgraded Gen-II Super-
Control. This will eliminate the need
to change drives when upgrading an
older machine, making upgrades to
Gen-II much more practical and eco-
nomical. For more information on
upgrading your machine give us a
call. ■

The new Gen II SuperControl user interface is much more “Windows like” making it easier for users
familiar with PCs

CAD Graphic display of every subassembly for a CabinetShop 45 will be part of all shipments after
January 1, Note this can be added to existing machines with Gen II controls - give us a call
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Contact Rob Davis at
rob@spicelandwood.com

� Thermwood Cab 40 
5’ x 10’ machine with  
eCabinets, Mastercam,  
and more

� Cabinet and architec-  
tural millwork design  
and manufacturing

� Complete production  
facility with router, 
panel saw, molders,  
shapers, finishing  
booths, and more.

� Cut to size of all panel   
products up to 14’x 14’

� Quick turnaround times

NEED CABINETS?

609 S.Pearl St., Spiceland, IN 47385

www.spicelandwood.com

PH (765)987-8156
FAX(765)987-7608 

110 North Stewart St., DeRidder, LA 70634
Phone: 337-463-6918 • Fax: 337-463-6989

Cell: 337-794-2086 • E-mail: Eunruh@aol.com

SPECIALTY
• Architectural Millwork
• Antique Restoration
• Custom Designed Furniture
• Entrance Doors – Windows
• Columns – Arches
• Production Sharing

Errol Unruh
Master Craftsman, Member AWI-QSP

Furniture & Design
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As we seek out ways to improve
operations, most shops look to
CAD software, CNC machines

and other primary processing efforts.
When it comes to assembly, shops pretty
much do whatever they have been doing,
after all how many ways are there to stick
two parts together?

Actually, as technology improves the
primary processes, assembly is rapidly
becoming the single biggest labor effort.
Perhaps it is now time to see if there are
better ways to assemble.

As we at Thermwood work at building
sample cabinets and furniture, we are not
burdened by knowledge, skill and cabinet-
making experience. We don't have an
understanding of the proper way to assem-
ble. We have pretty much an open mind
and as a result have developed some rather
innovative ways of assembling. We will
now try to share these techniques with
you, because they seem to work pretty well.

We started with white glue and clamps,
but we didn't like that. It seemed to take
just too long to dry. We normally work on
only one item at a time so standing around

waiting for glue to dry
didn't seem that productive.
We needed a better approach.

Where this finally led is actually two
different technologies that we use together,
but let's take it one step at a time.

Our first step was to try to find a way
to get the white glue to dry quicker. We
knew of the large RF systems used by high
production shops that could cure the glue
on an entire cabinet almost instantly.
These are too big and expensive for our
use, require set up and are intended to
process large batches of identical cabinets.
We needed something smaller, less expen-
sive and more flexible.

We found a small company, WorkRite
Inc., that made a hand held RF system that
looked ideal for a cabinet shop. The
process is pretty simple. Use Titebond II
white glue, available almost everywhere,
clamp the parts together and then use the
RF unit to stitch weld the joint. The unit
processes about a six inch length each six
seconds. Six seconds equates to about a
half hour drying time.

We  f o u n d  t h a t  we  co u l d  g l u e

together
a n d  c l a m p  a
c a b i n e t  c a s e  a n d
t h e n  R F  f o u r  to  f ive
areas  a long the joint . In a
few minutes we can remove the
clamps and continue. We even found
that with blind dado joints we could
just press the joint together using
the RF gun and set it without using
clamps at all.

The joints are not completely set at that
time, but the areas that are cured hold it
together well enough that clamps are not
needed. The remainder of the glue then
sets normally. You can then move to the
next case or you can continue working on
the case you just processed as long as you
don't get too aggressive with it. This was a
great first step.

Our next problem was attaching

The bull nose moldings on this
table present a special challenge that
the new bonding techniques make easy.
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moldings and carvings. The traditional
approach is to use the same white glue and
clamp or pin nail the part to hold it until
the glue dries. Perhaps we could use the
RF gun here too, but that didn't work well.

Many times we couldn't get a clamp on
the piece or the clamp got in the way of the
RF head. If we could get clamps to fit, the
glue smeared all over during the process
and we didn't want to nail through the

front of the part where it could be seen. We
needed something better.

We had some past experience with the
rather expensive electric hot urethane glue
systems. These used a rather large heated

Hand held RF gun being used to cure dovetail drawer without clamps.

Hand pressure for a short time is all that is necessary for a permanent bond.

HiPURformer gun being used to attach a short molding - note the heat cradle
at the upper left.

1 2

3
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gun that was connected to a power source
by a heavy, clumsy cable. The arrangement
was awkward at best but, the glue was
great. It came in different formulations
and you could get glue that set in 15 to 30
seconds and was stronger than the wood.
There was no clamping or nailing, just
hold the part in place until the glue set. It
would be perfect if we could just get
around the size, cost and limited shelf life
of the glue.

With a little searching, we did. We
found a product by Franklin International
called Titebond HiPURformer Advanced
Bonding System that seemed to address all
the shortcomings but kept the great glue.

This system takes a whole different
approach. While the first system we
described seems to address a production
line, where you need to continuously dis-
pense glue, Franklin's approach is more
batch oriented.

The dispenser gun, which is not con-
nected to the power source at all, fits into a
holder which powers and heats the glue.
The gun contains a thermal mass that
stores heat so you can remove the gun and
use it without an attaching cord. In fact,
you can use the gun for up to twenty min-
utes before it cools enough that you need
to replace it to reheat.

This system has worked great for us.
Glue comes in different setting times, 30
seconds, 60 seconds and 75 seconds. The
gripping power is almost unbelievable.
When you put two parts together, they are
together permanently. This is the greatest
feature and the worst feature of the prod-
uct. You see, sometimes you need to take it
apart again.

Fast setting glue is great if you get the
parts on right but, if it sets before you've
got them properly aligned, you've got a
problem. Sometimes the slower formula-
tions are a better choice.

As you might expect, we finally got
some carvings on crooked and needed to
find a way to take the pieces apart again,
which you are not supposed to be able to
do. Remember that hand held RF system
we just talked about. Guess what, it works
great for reheating the urethane glue and
taking the pieces apart. It can be a chal-
lenge on larger pieces because you can

only reheat a small section at a time, but it
does work.

This experience got us looking for
other ways to use the two systems togeth-
er. The latest project presented another
challenge. We are building some confer-
ence tables for our new office. These have
a three inch high molding that must be
bent around a curved edge of a conference
table. The molding is three quarter inch
thick and so it required a lot of force to
bend it and hold it in place. We were con-
cerned that the Titebond II glue wouldn't
be strong enough. We knew that the ure-
thane was strong enough but there was no
possible way to glue and set the long edge
in the time allotted for even the slowest
setting formulation. We decided to use a
combination of the two systems.

We started by gluing about a one foot
length at one end using the urethane glue.
We clamped this area firmly in place. Then
we applied the Titebond II glue along the
remainder of the edge except for the last
foot on the other end. We then applied
urethane glue to that final foot, bent the
molding around the edge and clamped the
urethane glued end.
Then, we added
clamps along the cen-
ter until the molding
was securely posi-
tioned. Remember
that while the ure-
thane sets very quick-
ly, the white glue
remains workable for
enough extra time to
get the center clamps
firmly in place. We
then used the RF gun
to help set the Tite-
bond II. Because the
joint was under so
much stress, we left
the clamps on until
the urethane achieved
maximum strength,
which took about 30
minutes for the partic-
ular slow formulation
we used. We then did
the other side.

There might be

other ways to do this but this approach
worked pretty well and was fairly easy. We
used the characteristics and limitations of
each glue system to achieve a great final
result.

The real benefit to these systems is that
they seem to be a lot faster and more flexi-
ble than traditional methods. As small
shops try to build a wider variety of prod-
ucts, anything that helps speed things up is
a change for the better.

Editor's Note: eCabinet Systems Mem-
bers can buy both the WorkRite Hand
Held RF system and the Franklin Titebond
HiPURformer Advanced Bonding System
as well as the Franklin Adhesives for the
system through the eCabinet Systems
Member Store. ■
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F
or those who wanted traditional
face frame cabinets, there was no
choice but to put forth the effort.

Most use butt joints and pocket screws,
which means clamps, screws and glue.
The real gunners go for mortise and
tenon, which means extra equipment and
even more effort, but they believe they
are building a better, stronger end prod-
uct that will sell better. In either case it is
time consuming.

Now there is a new way that promises
to be faster requiring less effort then
either traditional approach and this new
approach produces face frames which are
arguably higher quality than mortise and
tenon. It is called “Nested Face Frames”
and will soon be available through eCabi-
net Systems software.

The key to nested face frames is a
joint we call the “Puzzle Joint” because it
looks like the joints that hold pieces of a
puzzle together. The puzzle joint is very
strong and easy to assemble and the great
thing about it is that it can be machined
in the flat on a CNC router. This means
that face frame components can be nest-
ed together and machined from flat
board stock or sheet stock. Face frames
can even be machined from veneer cov-
ered plywood and then edge banded,
providing low cost, straight, dimensional-

ly stable wood frames.
The new face frame interface in the

software adds the puzzle joint as a selec-
tion in the Face Frame Editor. It's just
that easy.

The new eCabinet Systems interface
to make face frames also includes the
ability to use standard joints (full dado,
blind dado or KD/RTA) to attach the face
frame to the cabinet. You can specify
joinery for the entire face frame, however,
since rails are machined in the nest face
up and stiles are machined face down, it
is best to place joinery on the stiles only
and use a butt joint on the rails. This
eliminates flip machining operations
while providing accurate alignment for
the cabinet sides which are generally the
most difficult areas.

There are several considerations when
making and using these new face frames.

When machining, you must consider
hold down. Face frame parts can be rela-
tively small and machining them using
universal vacuum can be a challenge. The
parts are small enough that they are
almost always machined in two passes. In
the first pass, the tabs and sockets are
machined and the exterior is machined
leaving a thin skin. Then, on the second
pass the skin is machined away. Even
though cutting this thin skin produces

very low cutting force, parts can still
move. Luckily, if they do move, they gen-
erally only move at the very last cut as the
part is freed from the nest and the result
is a small tip that can be sanded away in a
few seconds.

If the design requires flip operations, a
separate mechanical fixture is needed.
The same fixture used on the five piece
doors works well for this (see the article in
this issue on five-piece doors).
Thermwood also offers a clamp fixture
that uses an expanding hose to clamp the
part. It is a low cost approach to this type
of hold down.

Traditional solid wood face frames
can be made directly from board stock by
creating a sheet material that is actually
the board stock. When you create the
sheet material set the size as the size of the
board (ie 10” by 8') and the face frame
parts are nested and machined directly
from the board.

If you plan to make your face frames
from solid board stock, there is a really
simple approach to holding the parts that
some may consider crude, but it works
really well. The approach is two side sticky
tape. That's right, carpet tape.

You simply tape the board stock to the
table, cut the parts and peel the tape off.
Lest you think this is not “professional”,

V1N3Ar3  1/18/07  1:28 PM  Page 12
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understand we first learned of this tech-
nique from aerospace companies that
taped down honeycomb to machine parts
for the F111 fighter jet. We use this tech-
nique a lot at Thermwood to hold down
material for carvings because it is cheap,
easy, flexible and works well.

We are working with some edge
banding machine companies to try to
develop easy ways to edge band plywood
face frame parts. You can, of course,
hand apply edge banding but it appears
that with some changes to typical edge
banding machines, the edge banding may
be able to be applied automatically. We
will keep you posted as these efforts con-
tinue.

When you specify edge banding in the
software, the software reduces the width
of the face frame members by twice the
thickness of the edge band material. In
this way after edge banding is applied the
final width is correct. It also extends the
length of rails, mid-stiles and mid-rails to
allow for the narrower width of the
adjoining part. Nested stiles and rails
attach directly to each other without a
thickness of edge banding between them.
The outside and inside edges are all that
is edge banded, but not between the

joints.
Another consideration for plywood

frames is that you need to use longer
screws to hold hinges to get the same

holding force as standard length screws in
solid frames. Our tests have shown that
you can get the same holding force as
solid frames by simply using screws that
are about twice as long.

The advantages of nested face frames
are many. Those that use a CNC router to
make cabinet boxes quickly discover that
a great deal of savings come from not
having to deal with component size and
measurement. The machine just cuts the

Puzzle joint face frame with mid stiles and mid rails

Face frame puzzle joint from the rear

Here is a nest of a cabinet including both face frames and a drawer box

Here is a diagram of the nest showing the face frame parts - stiles 9 & 10 and rails 13, 14 & 15
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right sized parts and you don't need to
become mentally involved with each part.
Now, this same advantage is available for
face frames. The system knows the size
and configuration of each face frame
component, nests and cuts it ( it also
prints a label so you know which part you
are dealing with). Face frame assembly is
also much easier. There are no fixtures,
clamps or pocket screws. Parts fit precise-
ly, assemble quickly and are square, true
and accurate. They exactly fit the cabinet
box since there are no hand-measured,
hand-cut tolerances to deal with.

We have been cutting these frames for
some time now as we developed the driv-
ing software. By the time you receive this
magazine the new software should be in
beta testing and in the next month or so it
will be available for everyone.

Nested face frames yet another change,
but a definite change for the better. ■

The new nested face frames integrate directly in eCabinet Systems software

CALMARK
Cabinetry &

Woodwork Ltd.
Specializing in nested cabinet part machining.

Custom cut and drilled on a Thermwood CNC with Ecab
software.

Your choice of cabinetry materials.

Pvc or wood edgebanding available.

Quality Material and workmanship for the professional
cabinetmaker.

Shipped to your door anywhere in North America.

Call or email today for an estimate on your next project.

Robert Frenette - (403) 276-7399
calmark@nucleus.com

79 Skyline Cres. NE, Calgary, Alberta
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Call or E-mail Today 877-788-5532
cnc@northwoodsmanufacturing.com

Imagine designing your cabinets
today and having them delivered,
ready to assemble tomorrow!

Custom
CNC

Machining
NorthWoods Manufacturing
is a full service CNC shop,
offering custom machining and
edge banding. Allow us to show
you how to turn your design
into machined parts ready for
assembly.
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V
ersion 5.1 (due out soon) has two
major new additions, face frames
with puzzle joints, which you can

read about in another article in this maga-
zine, and the ability to send five piece
doors from the software to a Thermwood
CNC router and make them. And, making
them is easy. Let's look at the process we
use.

There are two additions to a standard
CabinetShop machine that are needed to
make raised panel doors and they are tool-
ing and fixtures. Both are available

through the program and neither is par-
ticularly expensive.

Let's start with tooling because we do
not use standard raised panel door tool-
ing. In putting this program together, we
quickly found that solid stock for stiles
and rails was not always a consistent thick-
ness. When assembled we wanted the face
of the door to be as close and even as pos-
sible and wanted any thickness variations
to show up on the back. We wanted shops
without a belt sander to be able to assem-
ble and sand acceptable doors using just a

hand sander. To do this, they must be pret-
ty close when first assembled.

This means we need to reference the
face of the stiles and rails when we mount
them for machining. The easiest way to do
this is to mount the faces down against a
clamp type holding fixture but that means
that the raised panel tooling needs to be
made upside-down from the norm. This is
exactly what we did.

For the stile and rail fixture we devel-
oped a simple adjustable clamp and the
software tells you where to position the

Inside bead on stile being machined - note that the shape is upside-down from what you normally see.
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clamps as each door is processed. Let's
look at how we process the stiles and rails
first, and then we will look at the raised
panel.

Stiles and rails start with a blank size
that is slightly larger than the finished
piece. The software tells you which size
blanks you will need. These are mounted,
one at a time, in the clamp. The inside
bead is cut on the stiles. For the rails, the
inside bead is cut as well as the end copes
and, if there is a curve or cathedral on the
top rail, it is also cut. The outside bead is
not cut on any of these parts just yet.

To hold the raised panel we use a 1/4
inch handling sheet that has been laminat-
ed with a special rubber membrane. This
does a great job of holding hardwood pan-
els using the standard table vacuum.

Once all the parts have been
machined, the door is assembled and
returned to the rubber laminated handling
sheet to have the outside bead machined.

Although it may sound involved, the
process is actually pretty easy and the con-
trol guides you through each step. The real
advantage is that without any major
investment, you can now use your
Thermwood CNC router to make quality
solid raised panel doors in addition to
cabinet boxes, dovetail drawers and face
frames. For a lot of shops, the savings in
making rather than buying doors can pay
for the machine. ■

Top rails being cut - note the copes were cut first to reduce tear out and the
cathedral shape was cut with a straight bit before profiling - it's all automatic Bottom rail after machining and close up of the holding fixture

Center panel outline is first cut with a straight bit
and then the raise is machined in several passes -
all automatic

The outside edge is first cut with a straight bit and
then the outside profile is added

Completed Door

▲
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Change Brings Value
The fact that eCabinet Systems saves you time designing
cabinets, creating cut lists, nest diagrams and stunning 3D
presentations is undeniable. Just as bringing eCabinet Sys-
tems into our businesses was a change that provided value,
changing other methods so that we can better compete in a
changing industry can provide value as well.

We as an industry must be open to new methods and
technologies that can bring value to our businesses. Adopt-
ing new methods and technologies means change and one
thing we humans are good at is resisting change.

Let’s examine just what change is, why we are so resistant to
it and how we can use change to be more competitive in the
marketplace.

Understanding Change
The American Heritage Dictionary gives these definitions
for change:
1. To lay aside, abandon, or leave for another; switch
2. A transformation or transition from one state, condition,

or phase to another
Note that the first definition, and the one where most peo-
ple stop reading, says that we have to lay aside and abandon
the way we do things. I prefer the second definition of
change being a transformation from one phase to another.
There are three influencers of change:
• Governmental influences (laws, regulations)
• Cultural influences (trends, fads)
• Competitive/Economic influences

…and three degrees of change:
• Subtle
• Moderate
• Radical

Resistance to change naturally grows as we move from
subtle to radical. Subtle changes are those we understand
and readily adapt to, but unending radical changes turn our
world upside-down.

Some changes are forced upon us by governmental

influences in the form of laws and regulations dictating how
we must act or do certain things.

Other changes are forced upon us if we want to remain
part of the “in-crowd” and choose to comply with the latest
trends or fads.

Still other changes, and the most compelling, are forced
upon us by the survival instinct—change or die. No matter
how much we might not like new methods, we are often
forced to adopt them because our competitors have adopted
them and they have now risen to trend or fashion status.

Why Do We Resist Change?
We are creatures of habit. We want stability in our lives
which creates a comfort zone we want to live in. Any pro-
posed change to this comfort zone is greeted with suspicion.
Why is that?
• Fear of the unknown
• Ignorance (lack of information)
• Human emotion
• Combinations of the above

It doesn’t have to be this way. Information can reduce
the fear and ignorance. When the level of fear and igno-
rance is lowered, emotion begins to move from negative
toward positive.

Managing Change
Changes must be managed or you will end up in chaos.
Taking control over the implementation of change is essen-
tial in order to move from a reactive management style to a
pro-active style. In other words, we must take control of
change as opposed to allowing change to take control of us.

Change is a fact of life. It is in our nature to change—to
aspire to bigger, better things; to seek perfection and to
evolve.

Change impacts our lives and affects our emotions and
insecurities. To implement change requires an understand-
ing of how it will improve your livelihood. If the change is
misunderstood or if it is perceived as something having an

eCabWorld
By Dan Epps
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adverse effect on the status quo, our
nature is to steadfastly resist it. Man-
aged properly however, not only will
change be welcomed; fear and mis-
trust will be overcome.

Here's something else to consid-
er—in every spoken language around
the world there are about three times
as many pessimistic adjectives as pos-
itive ones.

This better equips us to focus on
what could go wrong rather than
what could go right when we consid-
er making a change.

This phenomenon is a relatively
recent one, right?  Read what Machi-
avelli said in "The Prince", written in
1513, and form your own conclusion:

"It must be remembered that there is
nothing more difficult to plan, more
doubtful of success, nor more dangerous
to manage than the creation of a new
system. For the initiator has the enmity
of all who would profit by the preserva-
tion of the old institution and merely
lukewarm defenders in those who would
gain by the new ones." 

Make Change Positive
The first step to making change posi-
tive is to educate yourself: What is the
industry doing?  Where is the industry
going?  Why are ready-made cabinet
manufacturers successful?

Armed with these answers you can
begin to look at your own business
and analyze what you can change to
be more competitive. Make a list of
what the industry is doing and com-
pare it with what you are doing. Are
there differences?  Can you make
changes that will reduce or eliminate
the differences?

Earlier I spoke of moving from a
reactive management style to a pro-
active style. To accomplish this,
changes must be strategic or long term
in nature. Tactical or short term
changes are reactive and must be
reserved for special situations.

Planning for Change
This is a major element that many
people skip and the primary reason
that changes fail or are resisted (fear

of the unknown?). How can you pos-
sibly implement changes designed to
make you more competitive if you
don’t know what they are or when
they are to be implemented?  
Here are some key points for plan-
ning changes:
• What is the change expected to

achieve?
• When is the change going to be

implemented?
• What are the expected results of

the change?
• How are you going to measure the

results?
• What is the alternate strategy if

the change doesn’t provide the
expected results?
Happy New Year! I hope this was

informative and helps you to be more
competitive in 2007. May everyone
have a Happy and Prosperous New
Year! Please send questions or com-
ments to depps@ecabworld.com ■
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Editor's Note: We have an enthusias-
tic dealer in Turkey who has trans-
lated the eCabinet Systems software

and documentation into Turkish. They are
having some success in building an eCabi-
net Systems user base as well as selling
machines. We thought the rest of the world
might like a glimpse of this part of the
world so we asked them to write an article
about their country and market. Notice
their spelling of Turkey (Turkiye) is a little
different than ours and also that the word
“furniture” encompasses both furniture
and cabinets.

Turkiye lies between Asia and Europe,
serving as a bridge geographically, cultur-
ally and economically. Its location on two
continents gives the country the advantage
of serving the markets of Europe, the
Middle East and North Africa.

The area of Turkiye is 774,815 square
kilometres. 97% of Turkiye lies in Asia and
3% in Europe. The seacoasts of Turkiye
stretch for 8,210 kilometres along the
Mediterranean in the South, the Aegean in
the west and the Black Sea in the North.
There is also Sea of Marmara in the north-
west.

With 81 administrative provinces,
Turkiye is divided into seven geographical
regions. Turkiye's population is over 70
million today. More than 50% is below the
age of 25. 35.4% of the working popula-
tion is employed in the agricultural sector,

18.3% in industry, 46.3% in the service
sector.

From the establishment of the Turkish
Republic in 1923 until 1980, Turkiye was
an insulated state-directed economy. Dur-
ing the 1930's, development strategies
were based on rapid industrialization
through State Economic Enterprises (SEE)
and import substitution. During these
years, priority was given to capital-inten-
sive investments, manufacturing basic
products and large public investments
were realized through SEE.

Furniture production in Turkiye dates

back to 19th century and was historically
done in small workshops. In Turkiye
today, furniture is produced in both small
workshops and big manufacturing facili-
ties. The small workshops have an impor-
tant role in the production of hand carved
and handmade furniture. Many small
workshops have enough capacity to
expand their production in order to sup-
ply larger orders. Big facilities produce
standard models using mass-production
techniques.

According to the recent General Cen-
sus of Industry and Business Establish-
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ments, the furniture sector employs
92,567 people and the industry has almost
30,000 companies manufacturing various
furniture products. The Union of Cham-
bers of Commerce and Commodity
Exchanges of
Turkiye reports 23
companies who
have over 250
employees and 78
companies who
have over 100. The
_stanbul Chamber
of Commerce list of
the top 500 indus-
trial establishments
of Turkiye include
five furniture com-
panies.

In Turkiye, fur-
niture production is
classified by the
material used, such
as wooden furni-
ture, metal furni-
ture and others.
Wooden furniture
has a major share of
total furniture pro-
duction.

The types of
wood used include
ash, beech, oak,

pine, linden and mahogany.
Turkish furniture factories use modern

technology in producing furniture. Since
1990 the application of advanced technol-
ogy, and the use of CNC machines in the

Since the 1980's, Turkiye's devel-
opment has been based on a free
market economic strategy. Many
structural reforms had been intro-
duced in the Turkish Economy,
including:

• Liberalization of foreign trade, currency 
and investments 

• Free floating exchange rates 
• Elimination of price controls
• New interest rate policy to enhance saving
• Strictly controlled government

expenditures
• An open and flexible foreign

investment policy

Additionally, liberal economic
policies were initiated by the
governments after the 1980's
such as:

• Turkiye has invested heavily to build its 
infrastructure in telecommunications, 
energy, transportation (highways) and 
tourism 

• Turkiye has taken the necessary steps to 
develop its financial system and the insti-
tutional framework for capital markets, 
presented new financial instruments along
with liberal trade policies to promote 
exports and removed barriers on imports 

• Turkiye has established a well regarded 
and respected Central Bank as well as 
developed a strong banking sector

• Duties were abolished for imported materi-
als used to manufacture exported products

• All taxes and duties were removed on a 
very large list of imports needed to pre-
pare Turkish Industry to meet the chal-
lenges of international competition

• Realistic and flexible exchange rate poli-
cies were initiated

• The Quato System was eliminated result-
ing in more liberal foreign trade policies

Looks like a Thermwood showroom anywhere until you look at the words under the Thermwood sign.

Call (800)762-9899
for more details!

(800)762-9899

Mail: PO Box 2407 • Hickory, NC 28603
Ship: 406 9th Street SE • Hickory, NC 28601

Toll Free (800) 762-9899
Toll Free Fax (800) 762-6845

Web Site: www.hickorysawandtool.comAPHST@earthlink.net
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February 2007
Five-Day Training Class
29 January-2 February at Thermwood Corpora-
tion
Three-Day Training Seminar
12-14 February at Greensboro, NC
Five-Day Training Class
26 February-2 March at Thermwood Corpora-
tion

March 2007
Five-Day Training Class
12-16 March at Thermwood Corporation
Three-Day Training Seminar
26-28 March at Edson, NJ

April 2007
Five-Day Training Class
15-20 April at Thermwood Corporation

May 2007
Three-Day Training Seminar
1-3 May at Kansas City, MO
Five-Day Training Class
TBA at Thermwood Corporation

All courses conducted at Thermwood are 5 days
and all seminars are 3 days.

To enroll in a Seminar or Training Class sign up
online through the Member Store. You can access
the Member Store through the eCabinet Systems
software or at www.ecabinetsystems.com.

Please visit the Member Store for the latest
information on course schedules, cost and avail-
ability. Additional seminars will be scheduled
for 2007.

Dates are subject to change or cancellation.
For further info you may call us at
1-800-221-3865

Seminars
During these three days you will

learn how to:

• Create a material library and review
cost methods

• Modify and profile cabinet parts 
• Design cabinets both frame and

frameless 
• Design and use a profile tool 

• Work with different joinery techniques
• Create cutouts on parts 
• Combine cabinets into assemblies 
• Generate Cut Lists 
• Create furniture 
• Maintain Buy List/Bill of Material 
• Design a room and install cabinets 
• Generate photo-realistic views 
• Create line drawings 
• Electronically purchase for a job 
• Create sales proposal 
• Save and exchange cabinet/job files

Seminars are held from 8 am-4 pm (beverages and
lunch are provided). Seminars are limited to no
more than 25 students. Cost will be determined
before each seminar - payable in advance by
major credit card. Sign-up online.

To get the most from the seminar, students
should have a computer (preferably laptop/note-
book due to space limitations) with the latest
version of eCabinet Systems registered and func-
tioning.

Note: Seminars are conducted in English only.

Training Classes
During these five days you will

learn how to:

• Create a material library and review
cost methods 

• Design a variety cabinets both
frameless and framed

• Incorporate a variety of joinery tech-
niques and materials

• Modify cabinet parts to create spe-
cialized cabinets,
such as a clipped corner cabinet

• Design a profile for a cutter and add
profiles to a part

• Design and apply cutouts on a part
for such as items as wire loom instal-
lations

• Attach and design cabinet parts and

display items
• Create furniture from simple cabinets
• Create assemblies
• Incorporate hardware with your

door or drawer installation resulting
in accurate bills-of-material

• Design a room and install cabinets
via the Custom Layout features

• Create special objects for a room,
such as curved walls

• Modify cabinets after they've been
installed

• Review and print a variety of reports,
i.e., buy lists, cut lists, cost sheets,
including a nested diagram of the 
parts to be cut on each sheet and indi-
vidual part diagrams

• Create specialized drawings, such as
plan and elevation views, ortho-
graphic projections of a cabinet and 
part drawings

• Generate sales proposals
• Create sales materials for photo-real-

istic presentations, as well as generate
a slide show

• Purchase your materials from a sin-
gle source.

The training at our facility also transitions the
cabinet project(s) to the machine - You will have
smaller class sizes which enables more one-on-
one assistance with the instructor.

Training Classes are held at our facility in Dale,
IN from 7:00am-4:00pm.
Beverages and lunch are provided.
Training Classes are limited to no more than 10
students.
The cost is payable in advance by major credit
card. Please register for the class online.
Note: Training classes are conducted in English
only.

eCabinet Systems Seminars & Training Schedule
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Turkish furniture industry has been
increasing. Most of the large facilities in
the sector use CNC routers. Most compa-
nies are equipped with modern machinery
which allows the production of good qual-
ity products.

In 2005, Turkiye exported furniture to
more than 150 countries. The main mar-
kets were Germany, Iraq, France, the
Netherlands, Greece, the UK, Iran, the
USA and Romania. Today, Turkiye is
among the most promising furniture sup-
pliers in the world.

THERMWOOD IN TURKIYE
The use of computers and rapid

industrialization are increasing competi-
tion in the CNC market in Turkiye. Today,
Italian and German CNC manufacturing
companies dominate the market.
Thermwood technology was introduced
to the market two years ago by Tervelli
(our dealer in Turkey). Since Thermwood
machines have considerable differences
from the others, the introduction to the
market was remarkable. The Turkish mar-
ket likes Thermwood router's ability to
machine parts quickly with less cost and
less labor. This is changing the market and
is already affecting the profile of other
products shown at the Istanbul Wood-
working Fair this year. Small machines
with just the capacity to machine cabinet
doors were shown for the first time.

Today, there are 750-850 Italian or
German CNC routers in the Turkish mar-
ket. The use of technology is becoming
more common among furniture produc-
ers. There are almost 350,000 carpenters
or small workshops in Turkiye, who are
working with old machines and whose
production is based primarily on labor.
However, rapidly increasing labor costs are

forcing them to turn to technology. In the
next few years the CNC market in Turkiye
will be very active. Our role is to explain
Thermwood's technology to the producers
and expand the use of eCabinet Systems
software.

Based on our 20 years experience in
the woodworking industry and feedback
from customer visits, magazines advertise-
ments and the fairs that we attended, we
are planning a large installed base in
Turkiye by the end of 2010. Turkish pro-
ducers are very interested in eCabinet Sys-
tems and CNC routers. The fact that
Turkiye is embracing the globalization
trend is positively affecting the economy
and this is showing
us that CNC router
sales will increase.
This is forcing us to
expand our compa-
ny organization. An
important point is
that Turkish cus-
tomers now recog-
nize that all goods
and spare parts from
everywhere in the
world, even from
overseas countries
like the US, can be
easily found in our
market. The world is
not too big any-
more.

Konya, an
important Turkish
city located in Cen-
tral Anatolia, is an
important furniture
production center.
We are planning to
attend Konya
W o o d w o r k i n g

Machinery Fair
in 2007. By the
end of 2007, our sales effort will expand to
nearby markets outside of Turkiye.

Marketing activities, demonstrations
and eCabinet Systems and machine train-
ing and are conducted in our facility and
offices. As in the US, customers have the
opportunity to see and test Thermwood
CNC routers in our facility. This brings us
important advantages.

With the advantage of the eCabinet
Systems software program and the capa-
bilities of Thermwood CNC routers we
believe that we will be leader in the Turk-
ish CNC router market. ■

Demo machine at Tervelli in Turkey
eCabinet Systems in Turkish

“SPECIAL” on 3 sizes:
3/4” x 1-7/8” CEL x 3/4” shank x 5” OAL
1/2” x 1-3/8” CEL x 1/2” shank x 4” OAL
1/2” x 1” CEL x 1/2” shank x 3” OAL

Authorized distributors will 
receive resale discounts.

PO Box 2407 Hickory, NC 28603
406 9th St. SE Hickory, NC 28602

Phone: 828-324-5585 or 1-800-762-9899
Fax Toll Free 1-800-762-6845

Website: www.hickorysawandtool.com
Email: HST01@earthlink.net
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Editor's Note: Häfele is a major indus-
try supplier of furniture and cabinet
hardware and the only one that sells

direct rather than through a network of
stocking distributors and dealers. In the past
they very successfully focused on selling large
companies. Today they are expanding their
market by constructing state-of-the-art dis-
tribution facilities that allow them to effi-
ciently sell to small and medium sized shops
like eCabinet Systems Members. They are a
major vendor in our program and a great
source for everything you need.

You may already know that Häfele
hardware is ideal for custom shops that
are in the eCabinet Systems program.
They offer a huge selection that includes
handles, pulls, storage racks, drill guides,
clamps, ornaments, onlays, door bumpers,
latches, hinges, wing clips, plates, rafix
connectors, connecting bolts, sockets, fas-
teners and much, much more.

But even more amazing is how Häfele
keeps eCabinet Systems Members happy
with high quality and fast service on this
huge product offering!

To find out more about Häfele and
how they operate, we spoke with three
representatives at their high-tech Distribu-
tion Center in Archdale, NC: Tommy
Hazelwood, Distribution Center Manager;
John Stuart, Operations Manager; and
Pepi Stahlmann, Customer Service Direc-
tor.

TW: Pepi, let's start with you. How
would you describe Häfele's relationship
with Thermwood and eCabinet Systems?

Pepi: It's very complimentary. Since

Thermwood and Häfele target the same
customer-- small to medium cabinet
shops-- it makes sense for Thermwood to
offer our hardware in your eCabinet Sys-
tems program. We both know this cus-
tomer very well, and together we can fill
every need. With Thermwood and Häfele,
there are two different skill sets coming
together in a way that benefits the cus-
tomer. Our companies have been working
together for more than five years, and the
relationship runs like a dream.

TW: Why do you think Thermwood
chose Häfele as our first major furniture
and cabinet hardware supplier?

Pepi: Probably for the same reasons
that cabinet shops across the country

come to us - we're the best place to do
one-stop shopping. Thermwood could
have approached any of five or six other
suppliers with products similar to ours.
But you'd have to do business with all five
to equal our selection. It was easier to deal
with one source that can offer all those
products, with the ability to ship them
directly to the customer, on time and
accurately.

TW: Talk about Häfele's approach to
quality.

Pepi: I think Thermwood and Häfele
are at the same level in terms of quality.
Whatever the product you always get the
quality you expect, or better. Neither of us
seeks to be “lowest cost supplier” all the

Orders from one part to a truckload are no problem for Häfele's efficient warehouse
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time. But for the end customer, we defi-
nitely provide the best value.

TW: John and Tommy, what advan-
tage does the Häfele Distribution Center
bring to the relationship?

John: It's a huge advantage, and it goes
back to Pepi's point about being compli-
mentary companies. Häfele is equipped to
sell in any quantity your customers need,
from a box of screws to a truckload of
drawer slides. With our Distribution Cen-
ter automation, quantity doesn't matter;
it's all easy to do. That fact alone makes us
rather unique. Many suppliers out there
are excellent at shipping orders of an
entire pallet or more. But for most cabinet
shops, that's usually not the right quantity
to buy.

Tommy: We have two US distribution
centers - one here in Archdale, North Car-
olina and the other in Torrance, CA. So no
matter where you are in the US, you're
within three or four days of a standard
UPS delivery. That's an advantage for
eCabinet Systems Members who rely on
Häfele products. Not only is our selection
large, it's also easily and quickly available,
in any quantity.

TW: Let's hear more about your Dis-
tribution Center. Could you give us a
quick tour?

John: It's a very modern storage facili-
ty with a high-density inventory and an
automatic storage and retrieval system.

Look up, and you'll see a rail-guided crane
that's 300 feet long and 60 feet high. There
are 12 high-rise aisles, and the computer
system lets us go directly to the exact loca-
tion and pick the product. We also have
conventional low-bay distribution for
bulky items and
smaller quantities.

TW: How large
is the facility?

John: The low-
bay distribution
area is 125,000
square feet. With
the 12 automated
high-rise aisles, it's
a 35,000 square foot
footprint, but has
the equivalent stor-
age capacity of
250,000 square feet.
We're currently
finalizing plans for
our next expansion
in anticipation of
an increase in both
product offering
and number of cus-
tomers. We're
investing now for
what we think we'll
need in 2008 or
2009, to keep our
customers and

eCabinet Systems Members happy.
TW: With thousands and thousands

of different products, how do you keep
track of everything?

Tommy: With our Oracle software, we
can trace and pinpoint where inbound

Häfele's automated high rise storage has the same capacity as a quarter million square foot warehouse but is far more efficient

At Hickory Saw & Tool
we stock new solid
carbide and High
Speed Steel router 
bits for all CNC
routers. Your order
will be delivered 
from stock at the best
prices in the industry.

Hickory Saw & Tool

A member of the           group

APHST@earthlink.net

Call (800)762-9899
for more details!

(800)762-9899

Mail: PO Box 2407 • Hickory, NC 28603
Ship: 406 9th Street SE • Hickory, NC 28601

Toll Free (800) 762-9899 • Fax (800) 762-6845
Web Site: www.hickorysawandtool.com
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and outbound products are anywhere
within the Distribution Center. Oracle
gives us better control of our batch releas-
es, and allows us to pick batches in an effi-
cient manner and move them to a consoli-
dation area. Oracle also lets us make sure
the picks match the correct customer
order, and check it before it goes into the
box. Then we perform another verifica-
tion at the manifest stage, based on weight
of the order. So we do quite a few checks,
including system checks that scan bar-
codes and record specific data, plus manu-
al checks along the way. With all those
safeguards, it's hard to get an order wrong!

TW: Where do you source all those
products?

Tommy: We're a manufacturer at
heart, so our own Häfele connectors,
stampings, metal products and plastic
components make up a good part of our
inventory. The rest we source globally.
Much is from domestic suppliers, but we
receive several containers every day from
offshore sources. When we sense a
demand for something new, we go find it.
Häfele has always been aggressive about
staying ahead of the market.

TW: And how are orders for those
products processed?

Tommy: Typically, the sales represen-

tative specifies the product together with
the customer, goes over the drawings and
helps decide what Häfele products are
right for the application. Once the order is
placed, our Customer Service department
makes sure it's filled correctly, and Ship-
ping makes sure it gets there on time.

TW: Sounds like everyone works
together to keep eCabinet Systems Mem-
bers supplied with all the hardware they
need.

Tommy: Absolutely. And we treat each
customer the same regardless of how
much they buy from us. Everybody gets
outstanding service. We pride ourselves on
getting the order out as fast as possible,
but also making sure our quality level is
uncompromised, so they'll want to keep
doing business with us.

TW: What's the key to Häfele's repu-
tation for virtually no returns and no
delays getting products to the customer?

Tommy: That's an easy one. We have
good people and powerful processes in
place. Our company motto is “Finding
Better Ways,” and we all try to do just that.
We're always looking to improve. And in
the end, customers--eCabinet System's
and Häfele's--benefit.

TW: Most folks know about your big,
hardbound catalog. Where else can we

explore the Häfele products selection? 
Pepi: There are several ways. First, you

can find Häfele products in the eCabinet
Systems software and at the eCabinet Sys-
tems Member store (reached through the
software). Häfele also has year-round
showrooms in New York and San Francis-
co that are popular destinations for archi-
tects, interior designers and members of
the woodworking industry. And we have a
strong presence at all the Kitchen/Bath
and woodworking trade shows. Last but
not least, Häfele's Mobile Design Center is
a 'showroom on wheels' that's packed with
furniture/cabinetry and architectural
hardware. We invite everyone to tour the
MDC when it visits their area! 

TW: Gentlemen, thanks for your time
today--we've learned a lot. Any last word
to share with our mutual customers who
will be reading this?

John: How about this one: “Partner-
ship.” We need each other. Without a
dependable source of quality hardware,
eCabinet Systems wouldn't have as com-
plete a product offering. And without sat-
isfied customers, Häfele wouldn't have a
big, modern distribution center. Our com-
panies have developed a strong partner-
ship where everyone wins. Especially the
customer. ■

Häfele can efficiently handle orders for small parts, large parts, small quantity or large quantity
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Top: Outbound shipping are waiting for UPS, Fed-x, and
pretty much every other freight company to pick up the
days shipments

Bottom: Häfele offers a wide variety of moldings they
can package and ship to you quickly and safely

Call (800)762-9899
for more details!

(800)762-9899

APHST@earthlink.net

Mail: PO Box 2407 • Hickory, NC 28603
Ship: 406 9th Street SE • Hickory, NC 28601

Toll Free (800) 762-9899 • Fax (800) 762-6845
Web Site: www.hickorysawandtool.com
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Ilike furniture to stay in the same place and if

a paint color was perfect ten years ago, it is

still perfect today. I think many of us view

our cabinet design software this way. We get

comfortable doing things the same and fail to

take advantage of new products and features or

look for a better way. My thoughts on this sub-

ject were fueled by a recent thread on the eCabi-

net Systems Cabinet Makers Forum where the

question was asked, “Does it take longer to

design a kitchen and get an estimate using eCab-

inet Systems Software than other software?” The

answer determined in this thread was yes, and

no. It all depends how you tackle the job and the

quality of the end result you want to achieve. I

discovered many months ago that it was not the

eCabinets software that was slow it was my

method of using it.

eCabinet Systems Software by design, is

extremely versatile, it lets every user choose how

much  or how little detail is included in an esti-

mate and allows you to use several different

methods to get results. I know that some mem-

bers place empty boxes into a room, quickly size

these boxes to fit the space and later edit each

one for doors, drawers and materials making

very quick work of the initial design layout.

Others develop extensive libraries of cabinets

incorporating all of their decorative details and

construction parameters and simply drop cabi-

nets from these libraries into a room to create

the design. If you don’t need drawings to go

along with your estimate you can forgo the room

completely and add library cabinets to a “Batch

Job” to get costs and cultists without having to

lay out the room at all. If you don’t have time to

build your own cabinet library, by participating

in Design Sharing, a new feature of eCabinets,

you can purchase ready made libraries of cabi-

nets to create your drawings. The libraries can be

used as is or modified to fit your construction

needs. As the Design Sharing program grows,

there should be many libraries to choose from

making this a very attractive option.

Thoroughly learning the software is the key

to making eCabinets work. It has been my expe-

rience if I found a specific area of the software

difficult I avoided it. For me, this was the Line

Drawing Editor. In the beginning I found it very

tedious to use, so much so that I abandoned it.

Recently when the subject of auto-dimensioning

came up I took a second look and found once

again, the problem was not the software, but my

approach. I discovered if I bring a drawing into

the editor and immediately hide all of the

unnecessary parts I can quickly and easily pull

all of the dimensions I need for my shop and

customers use. If I want, after all the dimensions

are in place, return the hidden items making a

very attractive line drawing. Getting familiar

with the tools and developing your own system

for working in each of the eCabinet editors is

very important. One hot tip, use the “Hot Keys”

in each editor of the software. Learn what they

are and use them to really speed things up.

I have always encouraged new members to

learn eCabinets when they are not under the

pressure of a deadline. Take time to explore

every editor in the eCabinet software before you

try to design a job using it. The added pressure

of the deadline only causes frustration. For prac-

tice load a cabinet in the Cabinet Editor and

simply click on the buttons to see what happens.

This was extremely helpful to me early on in

areas such as corner cabinets and the Molding

Editor. Experimenting in all editors and watch-

ing the changes happen in real time will go a

long way towards explaining how each of them

behaves. Try to identify problem areas and visit

them again. The Shape Manager and the Part

Editor are two more places that it never hurts to

spend a little extra time. You will be amazed at

how much you will learn no matter if you are an

eCabinets novice or Pro.

Over the last few months I have received

emails from people who would like to switch to

eCabinets from other software but are hesitant

to make the change. I have also heard from some

that tried earlier versions of eCabinets and

somehow found it lacking and are now reluctant

to invest the time to learn the software. My

answer to both of these groups is that the eCabi-

net Systems Software has matured and is fully

featured. It is unique in how closely its crafters

have worked with the end users to create the best

cabinet design and manufacturing software

available on the market today. As one of the guys

at eCabinets told me on the phone recently “We

try to give them what they want”. If you are con-

sidering switching to eCabinets software all that

is required are an open mind and an investment

of time. If you are a current user of eCabinets

Software and aren’t quite satisfied with the

results you are getting, maybe it is time to take a

look at your methods. You may, as I did find that

it wasn’t a problem with the software but the

way you are working with it.

As a final note, one of the goals of this maga-

zine is to reach the members that don’t use the

“Online Community” on a regular basis. It is true

that out of 20,000+ members very few actually

take advantage of the online forums. I would like

to invite all of you reading this magazine to join us

online and participate. There is a wealth of knowl-

edge there now but that would multiply exponen-

tially if we could get everyone involved. I would

also encourage each of you to visit the eCabinet

systems website www.ecabinetsystems.com , the

Thermwood site www.thermwood.com , and the

new member store site reached through the soft-

ware to check out all of the new things going on.

Be sure to look in on the Furniture Network, the

Carving Library, and Furniture Finishes for Cabi-

nets, browse the Member Store, check out the

location of shops and features in Production shar-

ing and how you can become involved in Design

Sharing. These are just some of the ways the eCab-

inet Systems Cooperative is helping its members

make changes to meet challenges. ■

Kerry’s Corner
I don’t like change.

By Kerry Fullington
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NEW FURNITURE
We have added several new pieces to

the Professional Furniture Program dur-
ing the last 90 days. You can download
these designs and the required CNC pro-
grams to make them from our web site. If
you don't have a Thermwood CNC router,
you can contact nearby Production Shar-
ing shops to machine the parts for you.
You will find a list of these shops on our
web site.

We reworked the Brittany Entertain-
ment Armoire to make the center cabinet
two pieces. It was a single piece and was
just too large for moving and setting up.
Now it is a much more practical piece.

We developed a Steve Hodges designed
home and small office desk. Built around
the Holywell theme, it was built in walnut
and finished using our Old Walnut furni-
ture finish.

We built the desk with a decorative
back for use in the center of a room. If the
desk is to be placed against a wall, the back
can be flat. We have several other small
desk designs and if there is sufficient inter-
est we can develop these designs also.-

We also added two new carved mirror
frames from the master wood carver, Arno
Schadt. The first of these is a rectangle
which we sampled in walnut. Using the
Old Walnut finishing schedule. We added
a little extra to the schedule by hand paint-
ing the leaves a dark green and then wear-
ing off most of the color before adding a
second wash coat. The result is subtle but
we believe adds some additional style to
the piece.

The second mirror is oval. We
increased the size by about fifty percent to
make it into a full length carved wardrobe
mirror. We carved this from cherry and
used the Old English Cherry finish. Both

IN THIS AREA OF THE MEMBER MAGAZINE WE WILL SUMMARIZE NEW DEVELOPMENTS
HERE AT THERMWOOD, WITHIN THE ECABINET SYSTEMS PROGRAM AND WITHIN THE
INDUSTRY AS IT AFFECTS OUR ECABINET SYSTEMS MEMBERS.

Brittany Entertainment Armoire is now available with
the center cabinet as a two piece assembly making
transport and installation easier

The new Holywell home office desk design is shown
here in walnut

The back side of the Holywell desk can be made flat to
fit against a wall or styled like here for center room
placement

▲

▲

▲
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these mirror frames are now available for
download and rent and remember two
things. First, you can resize them if needed
and, if you don't have a Thermwood CNC
you can have them carved by one of our
Production Sharing Members.

NEW CARVINGS
We have been adding carving to our

rental carving library. We had a boat show
to attend since our last magazine issue and
so thought that adding some carvings
with a nautical theme was appropriate.
You will find all the carvings, including the
new additions on our web site.

ECABINET SYSTEMS
SOFTWARE UPDATES

Build 11 and Build 12 were released
since the last issue of the Member Maga-
zine and addressed a lot of issues. Here is a
quick list of the major items.

• Cut list board stock summary Incorrect in build 11.
(FIXED)

• Cut list sheet stock summary incorrect for certain sce-
narios when drawer boxes exist (FIXED) 

• Change sheet stock dialog contained a few issues per-
taining to drawer boxes. (FIXED) 

• Corner cabinet shelf will not resize when a certain
part editor cut is performed. (FIXED) 

• Slab drawer fronts will not resize correctly in certain
scenarios when edge banding exists. (FIXED) 

• Selecting Change Sheet Stock in elevation views with-
out selecting a cabinet causes a crash. (FIXED) 

• Having a back inset for the back of a corner cabinet
will cause one set of shelf holes to be missing and one
set to be on the wrong side on the left back. (FIXED) 

• Loading a DXF containing a full circle will load incor-
rectly into contour mode or shape manager. (FIXED) 

• Offset functionality for arcs not working correctly in
shape manager and contour mode. (FIXED) 

• Face frame rail gets wider upon returning out of the
part editor with a profile cut path added. (FIXED) 

• Will not allow a back inset for a cabinet back if it also
has a left and or right side inset. (FIXED)

• Dado clearances now apply to the dados created by
the part that has the setting.  i.e.  Setting a 1/16”
Dado Fit Clearance value in the Top's Construction
Parameters will cause the dado in a Right End to be
wider (not longer) by 1/16” if the Top is Blind or Full
Dado into the Right End. (ALTERED)

• Ability to adjust the font type, size and color for
dimensions added in the Constraint Manager.
(ADDED)

• Displays Conestoga's minimum increment next to the
door/drawer front sizes for purchasable Conestoga
doors/drawers. <pop-up part display and buy list>
This will help alleviate confusion as to why some
doors/drawers do not add on or show at the users
specified dimension. (ADDED)

• Constraint Manager: Variable dimensions will not get
converted correctly when switching dimension modes
from metric to inch or visa versa. (FIXED) 

• Resolved several issue where regenerating a cabinet

with part editor cuts would result in a message “Error
creating route bodies” (FIXED)

• Part Editor: Resolved several issues where it would
give a message “…violates ideal tenon and
dados…” when leaving the part editor. (FIXED)

• Stretcher Editor: Certain steps would cause the Adjust
Stretcher area to display incorrect values. (FIXED)

• Cut List: Assembly and room level display boards do
not show the material in the board stock summary
area. (FIXED)

• Stretcher will move when performing an equalize in
the shelf/partition editor. (FIXED)

• Cut List: Changing the quantity of a cabinet in batch
after it is added will cause the door/drawer quantity
to be incorrect. (FIXED)

• MDF doors will not have hinge hole patterns in the
nest/CNC output. Will require regeneration of an
existing cabinet to resolve the issue. (FIXED)

• Edge Banding: Does not allow edge banding on the
back edges of corner cabinet left and right backs
when the corner gap is set to zero and Not set to
miter 90 degree corner. (FIXED)

• Cut List: Display moldings in the cabinet editor do not
show when a selective cut list is performed. (FIXED)

• Edge Banding: Top Stretcher fronts and backs for a
corner cabinet will not show the edges correctly when
setting edge banding. (FIXED)

• Dado missing on a left back and right back of a cor-
ner cabinet when using the part editor to trim the
back edges off for center back to fit without miters.
(FIXED)

• KD fittings on a corner cabinet float off the front of
the cabinet when loaded and become worse after
regenerating the cabinet. Requires regeneration of a
cabinet to resolve existing issues <via con-settings,
OK>. (FIXED)

• Certain size 5 piece drawer fronts will not display the
top and or bottom rail. (FIXED)

• DXF file containing an ellipse will not load into Con-
tour mode area of the part editor. (FIXED)

• Shape Manager: Trouble trimming circles with a cer-
tain customer's layout. (FIXED)

• Shelf settings not remaining after switching from
fixed to adjustable shelf. (FIXED)

• Door/drawer sections are incorrect for a certain sce-
nario when the cabinet's deck is turned off. (FIXED)

• Doing an edit molding automatically with a copy
paste will put the modifications at the original location
instead of the copied to location. (FIXED)

• Resize/equalize will shift cabinets to one side when
done in the elevation view. (FIXED)

• Display moldings in the cabinet editor do not seem to
show in the cut list. (FIXED)

• Crash situation when removing parts that contain part
editor cuts. (FIXED)

• Certain scenarios cause door/drawer front sections to
disregard a fixed shelf. (FIXED)

• Display Panel will not select after it is associated to a
cabinet when the cabinet was taken from a room lay-
out. (FIXED)

• Show Hide problem: Cabinets get hidden when turn-
ing lights back to show. (FIXED)

Rectangular Mirror Frame from Arno Schadt offers
intricate grape leaf detail ▲

Oval mirror frame can be re-sized to a tall wardrobe
mirror like this one ▲
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• In a certain scenario, doors change height when it
should not when a drawer is added above it. (FIXED)

This is quite a list in just 90 days.

ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS TO
CONTROL NESTING

Since our last issue the following fixes and

additions have been made to the Control Nest-

ing Software:

• DXF drill operations recognized for drill bank. If holes
are in line of X or Y axis and have spacing of 32mm
or 64mm they will be recognized for drill bank use if
the drill bank is available. (ADDED)

• Settings for No Outline and No OffFall cuts in CNC.
(ADDED)

• If Control Nesting starts on a very small arc in an out-
line or chain operation it causes cutter compensation
to cut into part due to start entity alterations for
radius of tool. (FIXED)

• Export was saving file in the parent directory of
selected directory. (FIXED)

• DXF drill operations recognized for drill bank. If holes
are in line of X or Y axis and have spacing of 32mm
or 64mm they will be recognized for drill bank use if
the drill bank is available. (ADDED)

• Settings for No Outline and No OffFall cuts in CNC.
(ADDED)

• If Control Nesting starts on a very small arc in an out-
line or chain operation it causes cutter compensation
to cut into part due to start entity alterations for
radius of tool. (FIXED)

• Export was saving file in the parent directory of
selected directory. (FIXED)

• Blind Dovetail Male Tenons getting cut into with out-
line tool when the part thickness is equal to or greater
than value specified in Blind Dovetail Settings due to
cutter compensation on inner angle. The arc is
removed for the outline tool to do the 'hogging' out
for relief to smaller tool cleanup. (FIXED)

• Flip Operation barcode not appearing on label for
part requiring flip operation due to profiling only.
(FIXED)

• More circle cases not pocketing. (FIXED)
• Perform Through Cuts Last causing the second outline

pass to cut in the wrong direction causing part to be
cut too small due to cutter compensation. (FIXED)

• Double Pass occurring with both passes at full depth
when part area is equal to the value entered as Dou-
ble Pass Size. (FIXED) 

CHANGES AT THERMWOOD
We have completed an important

restructuring at Thermwood. When the
eCabinet Systems program and eCom-
merce were first established they were
placed in the care of our marketing group.
Both programs have now successfully
grown to the point where they can exist
within Thermwood as independent enti-
ties. As of the first of December we offi-

cially separated eCabinet Systems and
eCommerce from marketing.

Jason Susnjara, who many of you have
talked to in his previous position managing
eCabinet Systems membership, has been
named Vice President, eCabinet Systems.

Jason and his people will focus on
coordinating the various aspects of the
eCabinet Systems program including
determining strategies and tactics for soft-
ware features, blending software features
with machine capabilities, developing
processes and procedures for machine use,
developing Thermwood Furniture Net-
work furniture designs and rental carvings
and coordinating design sharing libraries.
He will also manage strategic development
of the finishing program.

The service and support work that he
and several others did has been moved to
our Technical Service Division. These are
the folks that support Thermwood
machines as well as other software prod-
ucts we sell. They are the ones that put on
eCabinet Systems training classes and
seminars. Many of their people are quite
experienced with eCabinet Systems soft-
ware and they are hiring additional people
who will concentrate specifically on serv-
icing eCabinet Systems.

Our web stores and catalog sales have
been separated into the eCommerce Divi-
sion and Duane Marrett, who many of you
have also talked with, has been named Vice
President of the eCommerce Division.

Duane and his people will manage the
eCabinet Systems Member Store, the Wood-
workers Wholesale store and Thermwood's
CNC Router Catalog program.

These areas have become very impor-
tant to Thermwood and these changes will
focus even more resources and attention
on programs that are very important to
us, and hopefully, important to you also.

WOODWORKER'S WHOLESALE
PRODUCTS NOW AVAILABLE ON

AMAZON
Thermwood has signed an agreement

whereby virtually all products available
from our Woodworker's Wholesale web
store can now also be purchased directly
through Amazon.com. Amazon has rather
quickly opened this new market to our

products and initial sales have been strong
and seem to be continuously growing.

As most of you know, Woodworker's
Wholesale, whether direct or through
Amazon, targets hobby woodworkers with
many of the same products available to
eCabinet Systems Members either through
the software or through the eCabinet Sys-
tems Member Store. While Woodworker's
Wholesale prices are competitive when
compared to other sites that target this
same hobby market, they are not nearly as
low as prices available to eCabinet Systems
Members. If you are part of the eCabinet
Systems program be sure to shop through
the software or in the Member Store to get
the best possible prices. ■

Jason Susnjara, Vice-president of eCabinet Systems

Duane Marrett, Vice-president of Thermwood's
eCommerce Division
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WAYNE BURRELL
WEST HAMPTON, NY

Wayne has two jobs to share with us. The
first is some cherry vanities he designed
with eCabinet Systems. Wayne said “It was
good to be able to design the cherry vani-
ties with eCabinet software because I kept
the outside cabinets the same size and just
made the center cabinet different sizes to
accommodate different openings.”

Wayne's second job was a white wall
unit that required eCabinet Systems not
only to build but to sell. Wayne said,“To
be able to design and display cabinets that
are painted white was a must to sell the
job. The client had a hard time visualizing
what the cabinets would look like”. Good
job Wayne.

WALLY SCHNEEBERGER
CALGARY, ALBERTA  CANADA

Wally also has two jobs to show us. The
first is an elaborate fireplace surround
incorporating a flat panel TV. Wally's
comments underscore some of the chal-
lenges in this business. “Well.. the granite
finally came in for the fireplace surround.
The lady changed her mind and decided

to go with the riverstone look all around.
Originally there was to be black around
the fireplace but I think it still looks
alright.” Well, we think it looks better than
alright…it looks great!

Wally also sent us a shot of
bookshelf/credenza that also looks great.
Nice work.

IN THIS NEW FEATURE AREA WE WILL SHOW YOU SOME OF THE JOBS THAT ECABINET
SYSTEMS MEMBERS HAVE BUILT USING THE SOFTWARE. IF YOU HAVE A JOB YOU ARE
PARTICULARLY PROUD OF PLEASE EMAIL US SOME COMMENTS AND PHOTOS AND WE
WILL TRY TO INCLUDE IT IN A FUTURE ISSUE … THANKS

eCabinet Systems design for the vanities ▲

Here is the real thing during construction ▲

Wayne's wall design (upper left) and one side during
construction

▲
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PETER WALSH
PALM SPRINGS, CA

Peter is new to eCabinet Systems but is
certainly not starting out small. His very
first job was the spectacular oak library
shown here. He created the rendering, sent
it to the client and had the order within 20
minutes! The client of course made some
last minute changes which were no prob-
lem for the software.

The second job is the cherry library
which is shown as an eCabinet Systems
rendering. It is being installed right now
and perhaps we will get a shot of the fin-
ished product when it is complete. Great
job Peter, thanks.

Here is Wally's fireplace surround, installed and looking
great

Another beautiful job from Wally

Spectacular Oak library was Peter's first eCabinet
Systems job

▲ ▲

▲

eCabinet Systems rendering cinched the job in 20 minutes

This shows some of Peter's craftsmanship and finishing
skill

T.R.: eCabinet Systems design for the fireplace surround

▲

▲
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MIKE MURRAY
LOGANSPORT, IN

For 25 years, Mike banked with the same
person who has now decided to retire.
Wanting some really quality cabinets for
his retirement home, he of course turned
to his long term client, Mike. They closed
the deal, Mike designed and built a beauti-
ful kitchen and got paid, and then they
both realized what had just happened.
Let's let Mike tell the rest. “What had me
smiling wide in the picture was that as he
wrote me the check, we both realized that
in our 25 yr. relationship, I was always the
one writing the checks to him, and in fact
this was his first personal check to
me.....Hit us both as very funny, so much
that he whipped out his camera and took
the picture, and I promise the
Thermwood shirt was not a prop for the
picture, I just happened to have it on that
day

JAMES MELVIN
KATONAH, NY

Here is a spectacular archway that James
Melvin designed and built using eCabinet

Systems. In fact, according to James, it
would have been a real problem without the
software.“In the "before" picture you can see
the huge ugly back of the fireplace that had
to be worked around. Thanks to eCabinet
Systems it was possible to size every thing
perfectly and double check that all units
would fit before I began cutting.” What a
difference from before to after. Great work.

Peter's current job is a cherry library, can't wait to see the final result

Something rare - a check from a banker to YOU!

Before …. quite a challenge
for James

▲

The final job, looks just great ▲

Mike's design for his banker and friend ▲

▲

eCabinet Systems helped
make everything fit

▲
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A family owned and run busi-

ness, Shoreline has been

building and repairing custom

& spec cabinets and furniture

for over 15 years in California.

Trusted by private individuals

and large insurance companies,

Shoreline has earned and maintained it’s highly

respected reputation in this industry. We have

adopted state of the art computer technology

from Thermwood using the e-cabinet software

and the CS40 CNC router. This allows us to offer

individuals and companies with the software, but

without the expensive equipment to have access

to precision CNC building techniques.

• Residential and commercial European cabinetry
• Traditional Face Frame cabinetry • Custom furniture
• Fire and flood damage repair and reconstruction
• Straight and curved moldings built to customers specs
• CNC router services • Wide belt sanding services
• E-Cabinet software • BobCAD-CAM software w/ BOBART

SHORELINE WOODWORKING & CONSTRUCTION
26736 Jordan Rd. P.O.Box 3045, Helendale, Ca. 92342

1-760-952-2122 • FAX 1-760-952-2217 
shoreline@dwisp.net

101 GE Plant Rd. • Conover, NC 28613
Phone: 828.324.2019  Toll Free: 877.465.7012
Fax: 828.324.4039

The final job, what a difference
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GRADY PINKARD
GILBERT, LA

Grady's job shows that eCabinet Systems
is not restricted to designing just wood
cabinets. “This is a patio kitchen that I
designed with eCabinet Systems software.
The customer bought all the stainless
parts and grills before I was contacted.
After they received all the parts, they con-
tacted me and asked if I could make every-
thing that they had bought work. The
result is shown in the photo. The customer
is very happy.”

GERON STRICKLAND
SLATON, TX

Here is a beautiful wine display unit that
Geron recently designed and built for a
client. “This customer asked us to build
him a wine display unit for as many wine
bottles as we could. His wife also wanted
storage on both sides and under the bot-

tles. We did two designs and they choose
this one. This unit will hold about 150 of
the 5000 bottles he has collected.”

Grady's eCabinet Systems patio design ▲ Finished job showing that eCabinet Systems is not
restricted to wood, or even to cabinets - nice work
Grady

▲
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GRADY ROBERTSON
LUBBOCK, TX

Grady Robertson just finished his personal
home. eCabinet Systems and his
Thermwood CNC router were a big part
of the project. Here are some of Grady's
comments.“We did all the cabinets in the
house with eCabinet Systems. If you
notice the trim on the vanity and buffet
you will see some of the molding from the
Renaissance Hall table. We also did some
of the black worn red finish in the house.
This is my personal house.” Great job
Grady!

Geron's skilful design for the wine display case ▲

Grady's entertainment center was designed using
eCabinet Systems

▲

Vanity uses moldings from the Renaissance Hall
furniture design

▲

Finished product looks fantastic, we should toast to a job well done ▲
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